Abstract. Let fOz) = ao + aiz + • • • be regular for [z\ < 1 and never take the values 0 and 1; then |ai| has a bound depending only on a0. J. A. Jenkins gave an explicit bound OCanad. J. Math. 8 (1956), 423-425) |oi| Ú 2|o0| {|log |o0|| 4-5.94}.
1. Introduction. The theorem of Landau in question may be stated in the form that if the function fOz) = a0 + aiz + • • • is regular for \z\ < 1 and never takes the values 0 and 1, then |ai| has a bound depending only on a0. Hayman [1] gave the explicit bound |oi| ^ 2\a0\ {[log |a0|| 4-5ir¡ and Jenkins [2] improved it to |ai| 2 |ao| {|log |a0|| 4-5.94}. For a given value of a0, there is a certain possible region of values of ai. This region is probably not a circle |ai| ^ K (a0). This region will probably have a different shape when a0 is near 0, 1 and ». In this paper, I shall show that although Jenkins' result is about right when a0 is negative, 4.38 will be the best possible constant in his form and that a much smaller estimate should be available when ao is positive or complex. and oi = ff'(0) = X'(ro)2/m(ro) . Thus, the problem of finding a better inequality in Landau's theorem may be solved by tabulating |o'(0)| and giO). Hence, the matter simply depends on calculating the elliptic modular function X(t). . For instance, we may draw the contour lines of Lia0) = constant in the ao-complex plane. It is interesting to mention that Jenkins' result would just give concentric circles in that representation.
